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Welcome, 

 

Teaching online can be a rich, rewarding experience – but being an online instructor can sometimes 

create feelings of isolation, and make you wonder, “…what is everyone else doing?”  

Used in conjunction with the Best Practices Worksheet, this document will help you become acquainted 

with the most common standards and best practices for all online courses at Rogue Community College, 

and will hopefully give you a greater understanding of what makes an online course successful for both 

the instructor, and your students. 
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Establish Teaching & Social Presence 
 
During the first week of term it is important to welcome your students, 

introduce yourself, and begin to create a sense of community within your online 
course. You wouldn’t walk into a face to face classroom and immediately start 
lecturing, and the same is true online! This sense of welcoming and belonging 
goes a long way toward keeping students engaged with both the instructor, their 
peers, and the content. 

 
Establishing both a social and teaching presence is an integral part of 

creating and maintaining any learning community. Always remember that 
“teaching presence is more involved than [simply] designing and facilitating a 
community; it also includes caring for the affective domain and mediating 
interactions” (Caudle 119). 

 

Start Here / First Week Orientations 

 

It’s easy for students to believe their course is being taught by a faceless machine, rather than a 

living, breathing teacher. In order to establish your presence, your online course should include a strong 

welcome, introduction, course overview and a variety of first week interactions. Like any successful 

community, an online course needs a strong leader – and guess what? That’s you! A “social presence 

must be cultivated in order to sustain a community” (Caudle 119), so before your students begin 

engaging with your content, they should first engage with the community. 

Best Practice: We recommend that every online course contains a “Start Here” 

or “Welcome” module / folder that includes at least the following elements:  

 Syllabus 

 Course Outline / Schedule 

 Instructor Introduction 

 Student Introductions 

 Course Requirements / Expectations 

 Etiquette (netiquette) expectations 

 Orientation / Course Tour 
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Syllabus 

 

Just as in a face-to-face class, your syllabus is an important document to share with your 

students. If you are using a syllabus from a previously face-to-face class, there are some online-specific 

components that you will want to consider adding. 

Below are some examples of online-specific text blocks you may wish to add (and/or modify) to 

the syllabus in your online course. We advise that your syllabus is displayed in your online course as a 

webpage, rather than a Word document; this makes it easier for students to open the file without need 

for a word processer, and allows you to more easily update and edit the document each term. 

Best Practice: We recommend your syllabus contain some or all of the 

following elements; your syllabus should be in web page format, not Word.  

Online Specific Text Blocks: 

 Contact Information / preferred method of contact 

 Required Supplies (include internet access/minimum PC specifications) 

 Computer Competencies (within Course Expectations) 

 Definition of a “Week” (or module/section) 

 Test Conditions and Support 

 Communication / Response Time 

 Admin Drop (with specific reference to meeting minimum requirements online) 

 Student Disabilities (w/links to websites/contacts) 

 
Note: to better allow copying and pasting, a Word document 

containing these text blocks can be found at the following 

address: http://bit.ly/1OD8nf7 

Contact Information 
 

Instructor: Your Name 

 

Office Hours: By Appointment 

 

Web Site: http://roguecc.blackboard.com 

 

Contact Information: Please use the Course Messages tool in 

Blackboard for all written correspondence.   

http://bit.ly/1OD8nf7
http://roguecc.blackboard.com/
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Required Supplies 

 
Along with other necessary supplies (textbook, software, hardware, etc.) all online courses 

should specify the need for the following: 

• Access to a Windows PC (XP SP3, Vista, 7, 8 or 10) or Mac (OSX) with Internet access 

Computer Competencies 

This is a web-based class which usually requires a higher level of self-discipline and motivation. 

You will be expected to check your course messages and discussion groups on a regular basis as this is 

the only way that I will have of communicating with you reliably. I will regularly post course 

announcements on the homepage. 

Additionally, you are expected to have good file management skills on the PC. You should be 

able to use Windows Explorer to download files, extract .zip files, copy files to and from drives, create 

new folders, and organize and locate files easily. I will not be covering the art of file management within 

this course; hence the CS120 pre-requisite. Additionally, because video files are inherently large in size, 

it is recommended that students have (or have access to) a broadband Internet connection. Many of our 

assignments require downloads and uploads of large (50-60 MB) files that may take a long time on a 

dial-up connection. 

Definition of a “Week” 

 
Due dates for assignments will be clearly posted on the course calendar. In this course, a "week" 

is defined as starting on a Monday at 7am, and ending on Sunday at 11:55pm. Weekly content folders 

unlock strictly on this schedule. For example, your Week 2 content will appear at 7am on Monday, and 

be due by 11:55pm the following Sunday. Content will unlock on this schedule weekly, and content that 

has already been made available will remain available for the remainder of the term. 

Test Conditions and Support 

 
All quizzes are online and can be taken [however many 

times] to achieve a better score. Therefore, no make-up exams 

or quizzes will be given. Once you start a quiz you must finish it 

in the time allotted, so don't start the quiz until you are ready. 

Computer and network problems can happen when you least 

expect them, so don't wait until the last minute to take your 

quizzes. 

It is possible that you may experience a technical 

problem and not be able to complete a quiz or submit an 

assignment on time. If that is the case you must contact the 

Rogue Online Support Desk. They will verify that you did or did 

not have a valid technical problem. If you did not have a valid 

technical problem, you will not be allowed to retake the quiz or 

resubmit the assignment. 
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Communication / Response Time [customize to your own policies] 

 
Blackboard's Course Messages tool should be used whenever possible to communicate with me. 

This provides a record of our correspondence and allows me to keep all of our communication in one 

area. I check email each weekday, with the exception of college holidays/closures, and you can expect 

an email response from me within 24-48 hours. I generally do not respond to email over the weekend, 

but it doesn't hurt to try -- and you might be pleasantly surprised with a response.  

If you have a question about the class, I welcome your email, but I cannot always respond to last 

minute requests for help as a deadline looms. Please ask questions well before the deadline. You may 

also want to post your questions to the online, public discussion board; often times another student will 

be able to assist you faster than I can. 

Admin Drop [customize to include your first week participation requirements] 

 
You may be subject to administrative drop at the end of the first week of class for non-

participation. It is your responsibility to contact me during the first week of classes to maintain your 

status in the course. This can be done by submitting an assignment, posting to the discussion board, or 

sending me a message in the course. For more information on the college's Administrative Drop policy, 

please refer to the following web page: 

http://www.roguecc.edu/Enrollment/dropwithdraw.asp 

Student Disabilities 

 
Any student who feels that he or she may need academic accommodations for a disability, such as 

vision, hearing, orthopedic, learning disabilities, psychological or other medical conditions, should make 

an appointment with the Disability Services at the following locations: 

Josephine County – RWC, Wiseman Tutoring Center, 

3345 Redwood Hwy.  

Grants Pass, Oregon 97527-9298  

541-956-7337 or Oregon Telecom Relay Service – 711 

Jackson County – RVC/TRC, 

“B” Bldg., Room 9, 227 E. 9th Street 

Medford, Oregon 97501-7221  

541-245-7537 or Oregon Telecom Relay Service – 711 

http://www.roguecc.edu/DisabilityServices/ 

  

http://www.roguecc.edu/Enrollment/dropwithdraw.asp
http://www.roguecc.edu/Maps/DirectionsRWC.asp
http://www.roguecc.edu/Maps/DirectionsRVC.asp
http://www.roguecc.edu/DisabilityServices/
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Course Outline / Schedule 

 

In addition to the syllabus, a course outline and/or schedule should be provided “to help 

learners understand the purpose of the course and how the learning process is structured and carried 

out” (Quality Matters 8). Students should be aware of how the course is structured 

(weeks/chapters/modules) and what they should expect for each section of the course.  

In addition, due dates for assessments should appear as part of the course calendar (assigning 

due dates to assessments will automatically add them to the calendar), allowing students to plan 

accordingly.  

Best Practice: We recommend providing an outline of weekly content and 

assessments (with due dates) for students; this can be included in the course 

syllabus, but should also appear in the course calendar. 

Instructor Introduction 

 

Instructor introductions are vital in creating a “sense of connection between the instructor and 

the learners” (Quality Matters 10) and are an important strategy in student engagement and retention. 

On the first day of class, create a teaching presence that “presents the instructor as professional as well 

as approachable” (Quality Matters 10) by introducing yourself to the students and establishing your 

authority on the subject as well as your availability as a resource. 

 
Russo & Campbell found that students liked seeing a photo of the instructor and hearing the 

instructor's voice. They felt this gave them a stronger connection to the instructor's presence. Another 
group of researchers (Jones, Naugle, & Kolloff) found that students appreciated the opportunity to meet 
the instructor "virtually" before the course started. In summary, including your image and voice in any 
capacity greatly improves your chances of creating a positive impression on your students! 

Best Practice: We recommend that by the first day of the term, all online courses 

contain an instructor introduction page with at least the following information:  

 Instructor name & title -- (how should students address you?) 

 Photograph or video of the instructor 

 Field of expertise – (why are you teaching the class?) 

 Past experience in both teaching and subject matter 

 Personal information (family, travel, hobbies, teaching philosophy, etc.) 

 Contact information & response time (email, phone, course messages, etc.)  
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Student Introductions 

It’s easy for students to feel isolated in an online course; help them feel connected to their 

peers by requiring introductions during the first week of term. As the instructor, you can lead by 

example and have your own introduction waiting for students as the course begins. This initial 

community building helps to create “the sense of belonging to a group, rather than each student 

perceiving himself/herself studying independently” (Blackboard 5). 

Typically, student introductions require a single post from each student, as well as 2-3 replies to 

the posts of their peers. Be clear in your expectations in both information sharing (and over-sharing!) 

and length of posts; clear guidelines (word counts and specific criteria) keep discussions on track. Don’t 

dismiss the idea of ice-breakers in lieu of (or in addition to) traditional introduction topics; some ideas 

can be found here: http://twt.wikispaces.com/Ice-Breaker+Ideas 

Best Practice: We recommend that by the end of the first week, all online courses 

require students to introduce themselves to one another via the discussion board.  

Course Requirements / Expectations:  

Ask yourself, from the perspective of your students: what do I need 

to be successful in this course? Often times, “expectations may be assumed 

by and transparent to instructors, but students often feel more secure 

when they have them explicitly stated or confirmed” (Dennen 77).  

Don’t assume; clearly list all technology requirements, course 

prerequisites and competencies required by students in your course. Have 

this information stated clearly and “readily built into the course design, so 

students do not have to ask for it” (Dennen 77); that way, the student is 

able to make a decision on whether or not the class is suitable to them in 

plenty of time to order supplies, drop or transfer without negative 

repercussions. 

Best Practice: We recommend that all required pre-requisites, supplies, 

technologies and competencies are documented clearly and available to students 

by the first day of the term. 

 Course pre-requisites 

 Required books and supplies 

 Required technology (software & hardware) 

 Required competencies (file-management, ability to manage time, etc.) 

 

http://twt.wikispaces.com/Ice-Breaker+Ideas
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Etiquette (netiquette) expectations 

 

Communicating online is both an art and a science; there is always far more room for 

misinterpretation in the online world than when face-to-face. Without visual and social cues, it can be 

difficult to communicate clearly with students in your online course. You can help this process by outline 

your etiquette (sometimes referred to as netiquette) expectations during the first week. Because 

“learner behavior is culturally influenced, it is important to be explicit about standards for 

communication that apply in the course” (Quality Matters 8). 

Best Practice: We recommend adding a text block to your syllabus that addresses 

netiquette. Use some (or all!) of the examples below, or create your own.  

Etiquette Text Block Sample 
Respect for others is essential in an online learning environment, therefore the following 

netiquette guidelines are expected to be used by all students in the course:   

 Show respect for the instructor and for other students  

in the class 

 Respect the privacy of other students 

 Express differences of opinion in a polite and rational 

way. Be respectful of your others’ views and opinions. 

Avoid “flaming” (publicly attacking or insulting) other 

students 

 Maintain an environment of constructive criticism when 

commenting on the work of other students 

 Avoid bringing up irrelevant topics when involved in group discussions or other collaborative 

activities 

 Avoid using vernacular and/or slang language. This could possibly lead to misinterpretation 

 Using humor is acceptable but be careful that it is not misinterpreted. For example, are you 

being humorous or sarcastic?  

 Do not use offensive language. Present ideas appropriately 

 Don’t use all capital letters when composing your responses as this is considered “shouting” on 

the Internet and is regarded as impolite or aggressive 

 Use good grammar and spelling, and avoid using text messaging shortcuts 

 

If I feel that a student is violating any of the above guidelines, I will contact that student to 

discuss the situation in person. If you feel that a student is behaving inappropriately, please send me a 

private message explaining the situation as soon as possible. 
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Orientation / Course Tour 

A course orientation and/or course tour “set the tone for the class,” and also “let learners know 

what to expect, and provide guidance to ensure learners get off to a good start” (Quality Matters 9). Go 

beyond simply posting a copy of the syllabus, and embrace the ability to capture your screen and audio 

by creating a course tour, leading students through the features of your course while you narrate. Once 

the course tour and orientation is complete, assess their knowledge by assigning an “orientation quiz” 

(worth points!) which can quiz them on the finer points of your first week journey. 

This orientation quiz should be self-graded, issue instant feedback and allow multiple attempts 

so that students are able to be successful early and begin the coursework with confidence. 

Best Practice: We recommend a Course Tour or Orientation which guides students 

through the learning environment and clearly states how to get started in the 

course. This learning should be reinforced with a short, self-grading quiz. 

Example Questions for Orientation Quiz 

 What is my preferred method of contact? (Email, course messages, telephone, etc.) 

 What days/times/locations are my office hours? 

 Which of the following books are required for this course?  
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Course Structure & Navigation 
 

The key factor in designing a course is to make your navigational system “consistent, logical and 

efficient” (Quality Matters 28). The fewer clicks it takes to find important information, the better!  

Course Menu Recommendations 

Your course menu should contain only the most vital tools and content needed for the course – items 

that students will use on a regular basis. To avoid confusion, hide or delete any tools that students aren’t 

required to use. Remember that your students are most likely taking multiple online courses, so 

consistency in labelling tools is vital. Always label your tools with the default title (i.e. Course Messages = 

Course Messages / not Course Mail, or Email) to help students correctly identify the tools from one 

course to the next. 

Best Practice: We recommend that only the most frequently used tools appear 

on the course menu, and default tool names remain consistent across all courses. 

The following tools (provided they are used) should appear on your course menu: 

 Course Messages 

 My Grades 

 Announcements 

 Calendar 

 

Home Page Modules 

The home page can be modified to include timely information to students. At the very least, from the 

homepage, students should be able to correctly identify which course they are in, and be able to view 

any recent announcements. This can be done with simple text or a course banner. It’s also important to 

“maximize readability [while] minimizing distractions” (Quality Matters 28) – so as with the course 

menu, remove any additional features the students will not be utilizing. 

In Blackboard, “modules” take up the majority of real estate on the home page. Reduce clutter by 

removing any modules that are unnecessary for your course. Remember, though, that some modules 

are for student use, rather than instructor use. The list below outlines the recommended list of course 

modules to include: 

Best Practice: We recommend that every homepage contains at least the 

name/number of the course, regular (at least weekly) announcements, and the 

most commonly used course modules for both students and instructors. 
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Commonly used Course Modules 

 

Students Instructors 
 

 What’s New 

 To Do 

 Announcements 
 

 

 Alerts 

 Needs Attention 

For details on the use of modules, see the following link: 
https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/020_Get_Started/030_My_Institution_Tab/010_Modules 

 

Use of Color 

The use of color and styles can make your site more visually appealing and can assist both you and your 

students in correctly identifying the current course when switching between multiple lessons; however, 

it is vital that in order to remain ADA compliant, we must never use color as a navigational tool. For 

example, telling students to “pay particular attention to the passages highlighted in red” makes it near-

impossible for a student who is vision impaired or color blind to navigate the course content 

successfully. 

The second consideration with color choices in your course is readability. Stick with two high contrast 

colors that are complementary and easy to read. It is particularly difficult to read dark colored text on a 

dark colored background, or light colored text on a light colored background. If in doubt, no one ever 

complains about black text on a white background! 

Best Practice: We recommend that color is not used as a navigational tool, and 

that all course text is high-contrast (ideally black text on a white background). 

 Color is not to be used as a navigational tool 

 Text formatting promotes readability 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/020_Get_Started/030_My_Institution_Tab/010_Modules
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Document Formatting 

Your online course most likely contains a lot of documents. As 

in the use of color section above, our first responsibility has to 

be toward readability and access. Documents for students 

should be delivered primarily in web page format, rather than 

Word, PowerPoint, Excel, etc. We are spoiled at the college by 

having access to the most current Microsoft Office software, 

but many of our students do not. If your document requires 

specific formatting (such as a college essay format) then Adobe 

PDF files can retain that formatting, and be opened by students 

with the free Acrobat Reader software.  

The PDF format is also preferable for documents that need to 

be printed by your students. 

When creating documents, keep font choices to a minimum. 

One font for headings and another for paragraph text is plenty. 

Be consistent with these choices across the course. Consider that serif fonts are preferred for headings, 

while sans-serif fonts allow greater readability on mobile devices at smaller font sizes. Always left align 

text for readability and use italics or bold to emphasize sections of text, never underline as it is often 

mistaken for a web link! 

 

Best Practice: We recommend that all documents are presented in web-page or 

PDF format for access and readability. 

 Two fonts or less are used across the course 

 Underlining is never used to emphasize text 

 Paragraphs are left-aligned 

 Convert PowerPoint files to .pdf 

 Convert Office documents to web pages or .pdf (if formatting is vital) 
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Learning Outcomes & Objectives 

Course-level Learning Outcomes 

 

You should have course-level learning outcomes in your syllabus 

already; a good example of a course level learning outcome might be: 

 

“Students will design a grounded research study using the 

scientific method” 

 

Note how this outcome contains both an action verb (design) and an 

example of demonstrated learning (a grounded research study). Both 

are import elements in a learning outcome. Note also how the 

following similar versions of the same learning outcome are less 

demonstrable and subsequently less specific. 

 “Students will understand the scientific method” 
 “Students will apply the scientific method in problem solving” 

Be sure your outcomes are clear in describing what your students will learn, and what they will be able 
to do after successful completion of your course. 

Here is another example of a course level outcome that has been modified for clarity and the ability to 
measure and/or demonstrate: 

Original Outcome: Understand what sociology means, learn the differences between the most common 
sociological theories and become aware of the major divisions found within sociology. 

Note that words such as “understand”, “learn” and “become aware of” are difficult to measure and 
demonstrate. Instead, make your outcome clear to students, and include the manner in which they will 
demonstrate this to you: 

Revised Outcome: Define the term sociology, briefly describe the most common sociological theories, 
and list the major divisions found within sociology. 

For more information on creating and revising measurable outcomes, please visit the following links:  

http://ctl.iupui.edu/Resources/Planning-the-Learning-Experience/Writing-Student-Learning-Outcomes 

http://go.roguecc.edu/department/outcomes-and-assessment 

  

http://ctl.iupui.edu/Resources/Planning-the-Learning-Experience/Writing-Student-Learning-Outcomes
http://go.roguecc.edu/department/outcomes-and-assessment
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Weekly Objectives 

 

While your larger course-level outcomes are an important part of your syllabus, it’s also vital to include 

references to them in your weekly objectives. Each week (or module, or chapter, depending on your 

organizational model) your students are working towards the course learning outcomes by completing 

smaller, more focused weekly objectives. These objectives should be clearly outlined in each weekly 

module, perhaps in a weekly topic introduction or overview. 

Weekly objectives should align with course outcomes, explain how students will be assessed, and 

describe observable, measurable methods in a way that is jargon-free and easily understood from the 

student perspective. 

Example: 

Course Objective:  

Upon completion of the course, students will be able to construct a research paper using the MLA 

format. 

Module Objective:  

Students will be able to cite sources using Modern Language Association (MLA) conventions. 

Best Practice: We recommend that course outcomes are included in the course 

syllabus and aligned weekly/module objectives are included in each module at the 

point of learning and assessment. All objectives should be clearly written and 

understood easily from the student perspective. 

 Course Level Outcomes should be included in the syllabus 

 Weekly/Module outcomes are included alongside each lesson/module 

 Outcomes and objectives are measurable 

 Outcomes and objectives are free of jargon 

 Outcomes and objectives are easily understood from the student perspective 
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Assessments and Feedback 

 
Your courses aren’t just content though, 

right? At least – I hope not! You also have a variety of 

assessments in which to gauge student mastery of 

your topics. From quizzes, to essay submissions, to 

discussion board posts, there are many ways to 

evaluate student performance within your online 

course. However you assess your students, it is vital 

that the “assessments match the goals and 

objectives”, and that “assessments measure the 

performance they claim to measure” (Blackboard 6). 

 

Besides this alignment, it is important to assess early, and to assess often; this gives students a 

period to examine their own abilities and adjust their schedules accordingly. Begin assessments the first 

week of term. If students aren’t assessed until the third week of term, it is too late for them to withdraw 

or transfer to another, more suitable course, or to drop and receive a refund. 

Assessments should also be varied, and allow for self-assessments/checks. Use a variety of 

assessment methods to appeal to a variety of learning styles, which allow students to express their 

knowledge in meaningful ways. A course that relies too heavily on a single assessment type (i.e. multiple 

choice) is unfair to students and an inauthentic experience that does not transfer to the real world. 

 Alignment 

 Grading Policy 

 Grading Rubrics 

 Assessment variety and sequencing 

 Assess Early and Often 

 Feedback Frequency 

 Optional Assessments / Self Checks 

 Student Submissions 
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Alignment 

 

All assessments should “measure the stated learning objectives” (Quality Matters 16), therefore 

it is important they align with course-level outcomes and weekly/module objectives. It should be clear 

that all students who have successfully completed the objectives can demonstrate this with successful 

completion of the assessments. 

 

Grading Policy 

 

Students need to know both how they are going to be assessed and how each assessment will 

impact their final grade. Include a grading policy/scale and late work policy in your syllabus to ensure 

your system is easy to understand and calculate from the student perspective. 

Below is an example of a grading policy/late work text block you can use in your own course: 

Late Assignments:  

You can expect to receive a penalty for late assignments. This will typically be a 25% reduction in 

the grade for the late assignment. You will be allowed to turn in assignments up to one week late. After 

that period you will not be allowed to turn in the assignment. Failure to turn in an assignment will result 

in zero (0) points for the assignment. 

 

Grading Scale: 

Letter grades will be assigned according to the number of 

points accumulated on quizzes, assignments, and exams. No 

incompletes can be given without having first completed 70% of the 

coursework. Pass/fails cannot be given.  

Percentage Grade 

90 - 100 A 

80 - 89 B 

70 - 79 C 

60 - 69 D 

0 - 59 F 

You are assured that the grade you earn from this class will minimally be the letter grade that 

corresponds to your ending point total. However, I reserve the right to assign a higher letter grade when 

circumstances justify so doing. 
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Grades will be based upon the following:  

 7 Quizzes worth 10 points each 

 8 Assignments worth 15 points each 

 8 Discussion Board Posts (and replies) worth 5-10 points each 

 Final Project Rough Draft worth 15 points 

 Peer Review worth 20 points 

 Final Project worth 80 points 

Best Practice: We recommend that a grading policy, list of assessments and 

point values be included in the course syllabus, and that a late policy for 

submissions is clearly stated. 

 

 Include a text block on how grades are calculated 

 Late policy is clearly stated 

 

Grading Rubrics 

When grading assessments, it’s important to be consistent and impartial! Rubrics can help greatly in 

establishing clear criteria for evaluation of student submissions, and are useful for providing feedback 

on routine “trouble-spots” in your assessments. 

Rubrics allow you to create a series of assessment criteria alongside multiple achievement levels for that 

criteria. Once created, a rubric can be applied to any number of assessments within your course, and be 

used to grade each submission impartially. Seeing the rubric prior to assessment submission allows 

students to understand how the assessment will be graded, so they can tailor their work accordingly.  

We advise that rubrics are created using percentages, rather than points; this allows you to change your 

point values for each assessment, without affecting the achievement levels within the rubric itself. 

For information on creating rubrics in Blackboard, please see the following link: 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/120_Grade_Center/020_Grading/010_Rubrics 

 

 

 

 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/120_Grade_Center/020_Grading/010_Rubrics
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Here is an example rubric for an essay submission: 

 

Rubric provided by Karen Lynden, a Business Instructor at Rowan-Cabarrus Community College, whose course 

won an Exemplary Course Program award from Blackboard. More shared rubrics can be found here: 

https://blackboardhelp.usc.edu/sample-rubrics/ 

Best Practice: We recommend that all major assessments are graded with a 

percentage based rubric accessible to students before and after submission. 

 Major assessments include grading rubrics 

 Rubrics are percentage, not point based 

 Rubrics are visible to students both before and after submission  

  

https://blackboardhelp.usc.edu/sample-rubrics/
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Assessment variety and sequencing 

Students should be able to express their mastery of topics in a 

variety of ways; you can assist in this by providing a variety of 

assessment types within your online course. Assessments should 

also be carefully sequenced so that mastery of one topic builds upon 

the previous topic, all in alignment with the overall course outcomes 

and objectives. 

Assess early and often 

There are many reasons to assess early and often in your online 

course, but they all boil down to giving your students the ability to 

track their progress and make important decisions about their 

academic careers in a timely manner. 

We know that “learning is more effective if learners receive 

frequent, substantive and timely feedback” (Quality Matters 18) which allows your students to track 

their progress within the class. With timely information about their current course standings, students 

are able to do the following: 

 Request additional support (from instructor, tutors, etc.) in order to succeed 

 Transfer to a different course within the add/drop period 

 Make decisions about their academic standing in regards to financial aid 

 Withdraw from the class and receive a refund if necessary 

If students don’t receive assessment feedback until Week 3, they are put into a difficult position with 

regards to these decisions – therefore it is vital to assign and grade multiple, meaningful assessments 

during the first two weeks of the course. 

Check the RCC “Time Zone” calendar for dates which impact students, and ensure they receive feedback 

and assessment prior to these deadlines:  

http://www.roguecc.edu/Calendar/pdf/TIMEZONECalendar.pdf 

Feedback Frequency 

Frequency of feedback is vital – particularly in an online environment, where immediately encouraging 

aural/visual feedback and cues from the instructor are missing. Always “provide feedback on students’ 

work in a timely manner, and be specific” as well as providing “extensive, or at least descriptive 

comments on early assignments” (Stewart 18) in particular.  

Whenever possible, build automatic feedback into quiz/test submissions and assessment rubrics – but 

also add additional, personalized (and specific!) comments to the student by name for further 

encouragement. 

While there is no “set” timeframe for feedback frequency from online instructors, we recommend that 

student messages received during the week are responded to within 24 hours, and any weekly 

assignments are graded by the following week. Allowing grading to pile up longer than this leaves the 

student unsure of their current standing and unable to make vital decisions (regarding financial aid, 

dropping/adding classes), particularly early in the term. 

http://www.roguecc.edu/Calendar/pdf/TIMEZONECalendar.pdf
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Be clear with your policies on turnaround time for both grading and communication to set student 

expectations early; place this information clearly in your syllabus and any locations where students can 

access it (announcements, orientation, discussion boards, and assessments for example) at the moment 

they are submitting assignments or communicating with you. 

If a student has a request that may take more than 24 hours to answer fully, let them know! Reply 

within your time-frame with a short message assuring them that you received their question and are 

researching the answer. This gives students the confidence that you have heard their message and are 

working toward an answer -- whereas no answer at all causes doubt and risks unnecessary conflict. 

Best Practice: We recommend that messages sent during the week are 

responded to within 24 hours, weekly assignments are graded within a week. 

Instructor feedback policy should be clearly stated in the course.  

 Feedback policy is clearly stated in the course 

 Weekly assessments are graded by the following week 

 Students are responded to within 24 hours (during the week) 

 

Optional Assessments / Self Checks 

Not every assessment needs to be graded by the instructor, and providing self-grading assessments to 

students can provide useful “self-check” feedback that lets your students know they are on track. Self-

check assessments are often objective, self-grading assessments such as multiple choice, true/false, fill-

in-the-blanks quizzes in which the feedback is built into the assessment itself. Results are generally 

provided to the students upon submission, and can often be taken multiple times. 

Because these quizzes are primarily an aid in tracking student learning progress, they are usually a small 

percentage of the grade, or completely optional. We recommend that these assessments are given point 

values as an incentive to complete the work, rather than being entirely optional (as a rule, students 

don’t do optional!) but either way, their value should be clearly marked as mandatory or optional. 

Best Practice: We recommend that students are provided small,  

“self-check”, self-graded assessments at regular periods throughout the term. 

These assessments are ideally worth a small percentage of the overall grade. 

 Self-check assessments are provided at regular intervals 

 Feedback is built into the assessment 

 Results of self-checks are graded automatically and available to students instantly 

 Optional assessments are clearly labelled 
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Student Submissions 

Students use a variety of operating systems, hardware and software to access your online course – so 

it’s a good idea to be very specific about the file types you are willing to accept in your assessments. If 

you are only able to open .doc files (rather than .docx files), for example, then it’s important to let your 

students know this before they submit the “wrong” file type! 

Be up front and post accepted file types in the assessment instructions in order to save headaches for 

yourself and your students. 

Best Practice: We recommend that all assessments include accepted file types. 

 

 Assessment instructions include information about accepted file types 
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Course Content 
Course content includes lectures, presentations, textbook readings and any other instructional guides to 

aid student learning. The key to successful delivery of this content is organization, accessibility and 

variety. Generally, instructors organize their content to be delivered in a weekly format by topic, much 

like a face-to-face classroom. There are a myriad ways to organize and present content to your students 

– below are some helpful guidelines on how to wrangle instructional materials in a way that makes 

sense to students, and doesn’t overwhelm them! 

 Content Organization  

 File Types 

 Currency & Citing of Content 

 Copyright Guidelines 

 Creative Commons / Public Domain 

 External Sites / 3rd Party / Publisher Content 

 Variety of Content 

 

Content Organization 

 

The amount of content in an online course can be overwhelming to students; therefore, it’s important 

to manage your content in a way that is easily digested and navigated. Course content should be “made 

available or ‘chunked’ in manageable segments (i.e., presented in distinct learning units or modules” 

(Blackboard 3), rather than simply “dumped” into the course content module. 

There are many ways to organize content, by week, module, chapter, or any other logical progression. 

It’s a good idea to present each content block in its own folder so it can be date managed and 

locked/unlocked on a regular schedule to keep students from being overwhelmed and keep them on 

track. 

Best Practice: We recommend that course content is “chunked” into manageable 

modules and delivered on a regular schedule. 

 

 Course content is organized into modules 

 Access to modules can be controlled using folders 
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File Types 

We’re a little spoiled at the college, as we have access to a wide variety of software packages that are 

free to us, or discounted to educators. Consider that students don’t often have access to expensive 

software packages, and therefore need their files delivered in the most accessible formats. 

File types such as Word (.doc/x), Excel (.xls/x) and PowerPoint (.ppt/x) aren’t always accessible to 

students easily, and require the installation of additional software and/or added expense. Unless the file 

format is specific to the content (for example, a Word .doc template for a Word class), we should 

attempt to save these files in another format. 

If formatting is critical, save your documents as .pdf files, which can be opened with the free Adobe 

Acrobat software. If formatting isn’t critical, copy and paste your Word documents into Blackboard’s 

web page format. 

Another common file type is PowerPoint. If you are uploading a presentation to your online course, first 

save the .ppt file as a .pdf. This will retain all the formatting of text and images, greatly reduce the file 

size, and doesn’t require any special software from the student. 

If your course contains links to files that require specialized software to interact with or view, you should 

provide a link to download the software. 

Best Practice: We recommend saving the majority of course files as  

either simple web pages or .PDF files. 

 

 Course files are saved as .pdf or web page format 

 PowerPoint presentations are saved in a compressed .pdf format 

 Links are provided to download additional software as needed 

 

Currency & Citing of Content 

It’s important that course content is current and that your instructional materials “represent up-to-date 

thinking and practice in the discipline” (Quality Matters 20). Outdated content is at best, distracting, and 

at worst, misleading and obsolete.  

We nag our students about citing their sources, so we should lead by example and cite our instructional 

materials, also; not only does this provide students with a good example of best practices, it’s also a 

good reminder to us as instructors as to the age and currency of our course content. Time keeps on 

slipping, slipping, slipping into the future – and content that was once fresh can become stale very 

quickly if we don’t tag it with a “born on” date. 
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Best Practice: We recommend course content is current, cited, and reflects up-to-

date thinking and practice in the discipline. 

 

 Course content is current and reflects up-to-date thinking in the discipline 

 Materials are cited correctly 

 

Copyright Guidelines 

As online instructors, we have to be very sensitive to copyright guidelines in regards to what we upload 

into our classroom. Because we are an accredited institute, use a course management system that is 

password protected and deliver classes only to a specific set of students for a finite period of time, we 

are covered by the TEACH act and Fair Use which allows use some copyright exemptions and certain 

privileges. 

In short, do not post anything covered by copyright to the “open” web, and when posting content to 

Blackboard, make sure you stick to the standard guidelines you would in a face-to-face classroom.  

 

Guidelines are available here: http://go.roguecc.edu/department/library-services/copyright-guidelines 

A few notes about copyright as it relates to the online classroom: 

 If the way is unclear, it doesn't hurt to ask permission to use copyrighted work 

 Do not assume that because Blackboard is a password-protected environment, that you are 

exempt from copyright law 

 Films and other commercial media should be integral to the instruction and not simply a 

“reward” 

The TEACH Act allows online instructors (in a closed environment such as Blackboard): 

 Performances of non-dramatic literary (textbooks, novels, poetry) or musical works in their 

entirety. A reading of a poem, for example, or a streaming version of The Beatles singing 

"Hey Jude” 

 Performances of any other work (plays, movies) in reasonable and limited portions. -- A clip 

from a movie, or a short excerpt of a performed play (audio and/or video) 

 Displays of any work (dramatic or non-dramatic) in proportion to what would be used in a 

traditional classroom (see above guidelines for limits) 

Best Practice: Courses must be free of any copyright violations. Copyrighted 

content used with permission, like any course content, should be cited clearly. 

http://go.roguecc.edu/department/library-services/copyright-guidelines
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 Course should not contain content that is copyrighted (without permission) 

 Copyrighted materials are cited 

 

Creative Commons / Public Domain 

Content from the Creative Commons and/or Public Domain can be wonderful resources for instructional 

materials, and both avoid the pitfalls and traps of using copyrighted content. Below are some resources 

for the Create Commons and Public Domain. 

While this content is generally free to use, Creative Commons content must be cited and include any 

other requests by the licensor.  

 CC Search: http://search.creativecommons.org/ 

 Wiki Books: https://en.wikibooks.org 

 Wiki Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org 

 OpenStax College: https://openstaxcollege.org 

 OER Commons: https://www.oercommons.org/ 

 The Free Music Archive: http://freemusicarchive.org 

 

External Sites / 3rd Party / Publisher Content 

If you have chosen to use third party or publisher packaged content for your course, (MyLabs, MindTap, 

etc.) it is best practice to integrate that content within Blackboard as much as possible.  

Students are most familiar with Blackboard, and will check there first for your course materials. If your 

content is only available off-site and cannot be imported into a Bb shell, then your Blackboard course 

should contain instructions on the student log-in process, as well as support information in case they 

have issues. Keep in mind that RCC’s distance learning support will not have access to any third party 

site and often cannot help students with technical problems; these issues must be taken care of via the 

publisher’s own technical support. 

Best Practice: We recommend that 3rd party or publisher content be integrated 

within the existing Blackboard course shell. If not, technical support and login 

instructions should be posted within Blackboard. 

 Publisher content is integrated into the Blackboard course 

 If publisher content is offsite, login instructions and support contact information is in Bb 

 

http://search.creativecommons.org/
https://en.wikibooks.org/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/
https://openstaxcollege.org/
https://www.oercommons.org/
http://freemusicarchive.org/
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Variety of Content 

Students learn in a variety of ways, so it’s important to provide instructional materials in a variety of 

formats; text, video, audio and more. If a course contains only once instructional source (a book or video 

series) then it would not typically meet the Quality Matters standard. 

A variety of sources also means a variety of voices and viewpoints, so “typically, a course includes 

multiple sources, rather than material from a single author” (Quality Matters 20). 

Best Practice: We recommend that instructional materials are varied in both 

format (audio, video, text) and voice (author). 

 Course does not rely on a single book / video series or author 

 Instructional materials are delivered in a variety of formats 
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Student Support 
You are teaching an online course because you are a subject matter expert – not because of your 

technical troubleshooting skills and love of phone support! Any technical issues with your online course 

can be handled by our awesome team of support staff.  

 

Rogue Online Help Desk 

Forward any technical issues from students to the following: 

Rogue Online Help Desk 

541-245-7514 

1-800-411-6508 x. 7514 

RO@roguecc.edu 

 

Self-Support for Students 

Students should also be aware of technical support, so this contact information should also be posted 

within your online course and easily accessible. 

Self-support materials are available for students as well; post the following link in your class for 

frequently asked (and answered!) questions about the online environment and common issues: 

https://roguecc.blackboard.com/webapps/portal/execute/tabs/tabAction?tab_tab_group_id=_148_1 

 

 Course contains link to Rogue Online Support Desk contact information 

 Self-Support for Students is linked from within the course 

  

mailto:RO@roguecc.edu
https://roguecc.blackboard.com/webapps/portal/execute/tabs/tabAction?tab_tab_group_id=_148_1
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Communication 
Odds are, you will not have many (if any!) face-to-face interactions with 

your online students during the term, which makes communication an 

even more important element in the virtual classroom. Because you 

won’t be seeing them at regular intervals during the week, you will often 

communicate more with your online students than you would in a face-

to-face course, and much of that communication will be text-based and 

one-on-one. 

Your “students are used to having an instructor in the face-to-face 

classroom, and wish to see that same sort of presence in the virtual one” 

(Dennen 77), so we have to establish our presence early and maintain it 

throughout the term. Below are some best practices on dealing with the 

sometimes tricky world of communicating online. 

 Preferred Methods of Communication 

 Availability to Students 

 Instructor Response Time 

Preferred Methods of Communication 

Students will try to get in touch with you any way they can! To channel those communications through 

the appropriate methods, let them know immediately your preferred form of communication. Do you 

wish to be called on the phone? Do you have a voice-mail box? Do you check it regularly? Do you prefer 

emails? Texts? Make these preferences and details (email address, phone number) available at the top of 

your syllabus. 

We recommend that instructors communicate with students primarily through the Course Messages 

tool in Blackboard. Why? Blackboard keeps track of all course messages, sent both ways, which can help 

in any potential student disputes. Course Messages are also tied directly to a student ID, name and 

specific class, which allows you to more quickly diagnose student issues. If using personal email 

addresses, students often forget to tell you which class they are in, what their name is, and how you 

should best contact them. Using Course Messages offsets all of these issues, and keeps a running record 

of all of your course communications for the last 5 terms, neatly divided into each online course shell. 

Best Practice: We recommend that Course Messages are the preferred 

communication method within online courses. 

 Course Messages are the primary method of communication 

 Preferred communication methods are listed clearly at the top of the syllabus 
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Availability to Students 

Nothing can start a mutiny faster than if an instructor appears to 

be completely unavailable to students. Create a strong instructor 

presence early on and maintain it by using frequent 

announcements and discussion board posts throughout the term. 

Much of your time might be consumed by one-to-one student 

communication, but don’t neglect the students at large; frequent 

posts to the entire course can head off any common issues, and 

though you doesn’t always appear that way, these posts are read 

and appreciated by your entire class! 

Let students know up front the times you will be available to 

answer emails – does this include weekends? Evenings? Let them 

know in advance and they will understand – if they simply don’t 

hear from you, your students will assume the worst. 

Best Practice: We recommend that announcements or  

course-wide messages should be updated weekly. 

 Course announcements and/or course-wide messages are delivered weekly 

 Instructor availability times/days are made clear in the syllabus 

 

Instructor Response Time 

What’s your turnaround time for answering student questions? 24 hours? 48 hours? Do you respond on 

weekends? In an online course, it’s generally better to communicate with students in shorter bursts over 

a longer period of time, than it is to sit down once or twice a week to handle email. The key is 

“maintaining frequency of contact. In practice, this means that instructors need to respond to learner 

initiated communication and provide feedback on assignments in a timely manner” (Dennen 77). 

If a student asks a question that you cannot answer without further research, or you think the response 

might take more time than usual, send them a short message letting them know that you received their 

message and are working towards a response; this will put the student at ease, knowing you are working 

toward a resolution – if they hear nothing, again, they will assume the worst! 

Best Practice: We recommend that instructors respond to  

student messages within 24 hours. Announcements or  

course-wide messages should be updated weekly. 

 Instructor responds to students within 24 hours 
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Accessibility 
 

It’s important to ensure that every student has full access to your course content, not only in order to 

serve those with documented disabilities, but to better those students with differing learning styles.  

 Disability Services & Accommodations 

 Closed Captioning & Transcripts 

 ALT-tags 

 Non-text based information 

 

Disability Services & Accommodations 

Academic accommodations are modifications or adjustments that provide equal access and opportunity 

so students can participate in RCC courses, facilities, services, and activities. 

It’s important to note that academic accommodations are determined individually, based on student 

documentation. Academic accommodations do not substantially alter curriculum or change key 

elements or functions of a course or college programs. Students with accommodations are required to 

complete the same course work as other students. 

In online courses, this usually means 

providing students with documented 

disabilities extra time for timed tests. 

This can be accomplished simply in 

Blackboard, by either creating groups 

that are issued time and a half, or 

double time for tests, or by allowing 

these accommodations on an individual 

level. 

For instructions on how to create test 

exceptions in Blackboard, please visit 

the following page: 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/110_Tests_Surveys_Pools/020_Test_and_Survey_Options 

Remember, you will receive letters of accommodations prior to term, and during the first week. These 

emails are from Disability Services directly, are confidential, and notify you of students registered in 

your course who may need accommodations. If students approach you to discuss their accommodations 

and you have not received the accommodation notification via email, contact the campus-appropriate 

Disability Services office right away, and they will forward one to you.   

In addition, if students are required to use additional technology, links to the product’s accessibility 

statement should be clearly provided within the course.  

 

 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/Learn/9.1_2014_04/Instructor/110_Tests_Surveys_Pools/020_Test_and_Survey_Options
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Best Practice: We recommend that all students with documented disabilities be 

given the appropriate test exceptions in all timed assessments. 

 Students are given accommodations as necessary 

 Links to accessibility statements for any required technologies are provided 

 

 

Closed Captioning & Transcripts 

 

Rogue Community College abides by The Americans with Disabilities Act 1990 (ADA) and Section 504 of 

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Both laws were created to insure non-discrimination and directly impact 

post-secondary education. 

ADA: ". . .no qualified individual with a disability shall, by reason of such disability, be excluded from 

participation in or be denied the benefits of services, programs, or activities of a public entity, or be 

subjected to discrimination by any such entity." CFR 104.43 

Section 504: "Any institution receiving federal funds cannot discriminate on basis of disability and must 

provide equal access." 

With this in mind, when selecting video content for your course, it is vital your selection includes closed 

captioning (not just subtitles) or at the very least, a text-based transcript. If you are creating your own 

videos, be aware that you must also provide closed captioning in order for your content to be accessible 

to all students. 

For further information on this requirement, visit the following link: 

http://web.roguecc.edu/disability-services/adasection-504 

Best Practice: All videos in an online course should contain closed captioning [CC] 

 Non-text content contains (or links to) text descriptions or [CC] 

 

  

http://web.roguecc.edu/disability-services/adasection-504
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ALT Tags 

 

ALT-tags (or Alternate Text Tags) are text-based alternatives for images posted within your course. 

Whenever you add a new image to your course content, you will be prompted to enter an ALT-tag for 

students using screen readers, or viewing your course in text only format to save bandwidth. 

The following illustration shows how ALT-tags appears to students without the ability to view images: 

 

Students without access to images will only see/hear the ALT-tag “A picture of a cat drinking from a glass 

of water”. Be as descriptive as possible when creating ALT-tags, and consider the complexities of the 

image. For example, the above tag is probably detailed enough, but “Cat” would not be. 

Best Practice: We recommend that all images contain detailed ALT-tags. 

 

 Images within the course contain ALT-tags 

 ALT-tags provide a detailed description of the image contents 
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Non-text based information 

 

Any information that is presented in a non-text form (video, animations, simulations) should have either 

text added (closed captioning) or a text-based transcript. This is not only for students with hearing-

related disabilities, but also for students whose learning styles dictate a need for text-based learning 

over audio-based learning. 

Best Practice: We recommend that all non-text content contains  

either closed captioning or a textual transcription. 

 Non-text content contains (or links to) text descriptions 
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Course:     

Instructor:          Date:  

 

Establish Teaching & Social Presence 

☐ Syllabus 

☐ Contact Information / preferred method of contact 

☐ Required Supplies (include internet access/minimum PC specifications) 

☐ Computer Competencies (within Course Expectations) 

☐ Definition of a “Week” (or module/section) 

☐ Test Conditions and Support 

☐ Communication / Response Time 

☐ Admin Drop (with specific reference to meeting minimum requirements online) 

☐ Student Disabilities (w/links to websites/contacts) 

 

☐ Course Outline / Schedule 

☐ Instructor Introduction 

☐ Instructor name & title -- (how should students address you?) 

☐ Photograph or video of the instructor. 

☐ Field of expertise – (why are you teaching the class?) 

☐ Past experience in both teaching and subject matter. 

☐ Personal information (family, travel, hobbies, teaching philosophy, etc.) 

☐ Contact information & response time (email, phone, course messages, etc.) 

 

☐ Student Introductions 
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Course Requirements / Expectations 

☐ Course pre-requisites 

☐ Required books and supplies 

☐ Required technology (software & hardware) 

☐ Required competencies (file-management, ability to manage time, etc.) 

☐ Etiquette (netiquette) expectations 

☐ Orientation / Course Tour 

Course structure & Navigation 

☐ Course Messages 

☐ My Grades 

☐ Announcements 

☐ Calendar 

Use of Color 

☐ Color is not to be used as a navigational tool 

☐ Text formatting promotes readability 

Document Formatting 

☐ Two fonts or less are used across the course 

☐ Underlining is never used to emphasize text 

☐ Paragraphs are left-aligned 

☐ Convert PowerPoint files to .pdf 

☐ Convert Office documents to web pages or .pdf 

Learning Outcomes & Objectives 

☐ Course Level Outcomes should be included in the syllabus. 

☐ Weekly/Module outcomes are included alongside each lesson/module. 

☐ Outcomes and objectives are measurable. 

☐ Outcomes and objectives are free of jargon. 

☐ Outcomes and objectives are easily understood from the student perspective. 
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Assessments and Feedback 

☐ Alignment 

Grading Policy 

☐ Include a text block on how grades are calculated 

☐ Late policy is clearly stated 

Grading Rubrics 

☐ Major assessments include grading rubrics. 

☐ Rubrics are percentage, not point based. 

☐ Rubrics are visible to students both before and after submission.  

☐ Assessment variety and sequencing 

☐ Assess Early and Often 

 

Feedback Frequency 

☐ Feedback policy is clearly stated in the course. 

☐ Weekly assessments are graded by the following week 

☐ Students are responded to within 24 hours (during the week) 

 

Optional Assessments / Self Checks 

☐ Self-check assessments are provided at regular intervals. 

☐ Feedback is built into the assessment. 

☐ Results of self-checks are graded automatically and available to students instantly. 

☐ Optional assessments are clearly labelled. 

 

Student Submissions 

☐ Assessment instructions include information about accepted file types. 
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Course Content 

Content Organization  

☐ Course content is organized into modules. 

☐ Access to modules can be controlled using folders. 

File Types 

☐ Course files are saved as .pdf or web page format. 

☐ PowerPoint presentations are saved in a compressed .pdf format. 

☐ Links are provided to download additional software as needed. 

Currency & Citing of Content 

☐ Course content is current and reflects up-to-date thinking in the discipline. 

☐ Materials are cited correctly 

Copyright Guidelines 

☐ Course should not contain content that is copyrighted (without permission) 

☐ Copyrighted materials are cited 

 

External Sites / 3rd Party / Publisher Content 

☐ Publisher content is integrated into the Blackboard course. 

☐ If publisher content is offsite, login instructions and support contact information is in Bb. 

 

Variety of Content 

☐ Course does not rely on a single book / video series or author 

☐ Instructional materials are delivered in a variety of formats 
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Student Support 

☐ Course contains link to Rogue Online Support Desk contact information 

☐ Self-Support for Students is linked from within the course. 

 

Communication 

Preferred Methods of Communication 

☐ Course Messages are the primary method of communication 

☐ Preferred communication methods are listed clearly at the top of the syllabus 

 

Availability to Students 

☐ Course announcements and/or course-wide messages are delivered weekly 

☐ Instructor availability times/days are made clear in the syllabus 

☐ Instructor response time clearly stated 

 

Accessibility 

Disability Services & Accommodations 

☐ Students are given accommodations as necessary 

☐ Links to accessibility statements for any required technologies are provided. 

Closed Captioning & Transcripts 

☐ Non-text content contains (or links to) text descriptions or [CC] 

ALT-tags 

☐ Images within the course contain ALT-tags 

☐ ALT-tags provide a detailed description of the image contents 

Non-text based information 

☐ Non-text content contains (or links to) text descriptions 
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